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Lesson study is the major form of professional development in Japan and has attracted attention in the United States in recent years. Lesson study currently conducted in Japan varies in terms of length, structure, and scale. District-level mathematics lesson study gathers teachers from different schools who share an interest in teaching the subject, and the discussion can focus more on particular aspects of teaching mathematics or content issues than that of in-school lesson study. The results of the survey indicate that lesson study provides opportunities for better communication among teachers, researchers, and administrators by presenting concrete classroom teaching examples surrounding particular educational ideas and/or issues, thus minimize the gap among theory, research, and practice. Implications to U.S. schools are discussed.

Purposes

In this paper, we begin with describing what lesson study is and how various forms of lesson study differ from one another in their structures. We then report from our survey study how lesson study works to connect theory, research, and teaching practice in schools and how it can affect teacher thinking and learning to improve mathematics education in Japan. Lesson study is the major form of professional development in Japan, and some U.S. teachers have recently initiated it in their own schools (Germain-McCarthy, 2001; Research for Better Schools, 2000; Stepanek, 2001; Weeks, 2001). With the prospect of lesson study being incorporated in U.S. settings, it is important that U.S. practitioners be informed of the ways in which various forms of lesson study influence teacher thinking and practices in Japan so that we can better explore its potential impact on U.S. teachers. The idea of lesson study was introduced only around a small-scale and school-based study so far in the United States, and the effectiveness of lesson study has been discussed from data primarily based on observations. To date, no research has described how various forms of lesson study are organized and conducted in Japan, or what the experience means to Japanese teachers. It is our attempt to increase the international communication by reporting these aspects of lesson study, and thus, contribute to the collaborative effort to define a new model of lesson study in the United States.

Perspectives

What Is Lesson Study?

Lesson study is a form of professional development commonly and widely conducted in Japan (Fernandez, Chokshi, Cannon, & Yoshida, 2001; Lewis, 2000;
In lesson study, teachers work collaboratively to: 1) formulate long-term goals for student learning and development, 2) plan, conduct, and observe a 'research lesson' designed to bring these long-term goals to life as well as to teach a particular academic content, 3) carefully observe student learning, engagement, and behavior during the lesson, and 4) discuss and revise the lesson and the approach to instruction based on these observations. The research lesson is taught in a regular classroom with students, and participants observe as the lesson unfolds in the actual teaching-learning context. Debriefing following the lesson is developed around the student learning data collected during the observation. Through the process, teachers are given opportunities to reflect on their teaching and student learning.

Lesson study embodies many features that researchers have noted effective in changing teacher practice, such as using concrete practical materials to focus on meaningful problems, taking explicit account of the contexts of teaching and the experiences of teachers, and providing on-site support within a collegial network. It also avoids many features noted as shortcomings of typical professional development; e.g., that is short-term, fragmented, and externally administered (Cuban, 1990; Firestone, 1996; Huberman & Gusky, 1994; Kennedy, 1999; Little, 1993; Miller & Lord, 1994; Pennel & Firestone, 1996). Furthermore, researchers have argued that lesson study is the critical system feature that has enabled Japanese elementary teachers to improve classroom instruction in mathematics and science in recent decades (Linn, Lewis, Tsuchida, & Songer, 2000; Lewis & Tsuchida, 1998; Takahashi, 2000; Stigler & Hiebert, 1999; Yoshida, 1999).

Lesson study has become visible in state, national, and international conferences, open houses, high-profile policy reports, and special journal issues in recent years in the United States. Moreover, some school districts in the United States have attempted to use it to change their practice and impact student learning (Coeyman, 2000; Council for Basic Education, 2000; Germain-McCarthy, 2001; Research for Better Schools, 2000; Stepanek, 2001; Weeks, 2001).

Different Types of Lesson Study

The type of lesson study known and tried in the United States so far is small-scaled in-school lesson study. However, lesson study that is currently conducted in Japan varies in terms of length, structure, and scale. Besides the type of lesson study that is conducted within a single school, school districts organize lesson study for groups of teachers who share similar professional interests (e.g., subject matter) or who are at the same professional stage. Thus, district-level lesson study tends to focus on particular issues and topics to connect teachers from different schools. At other times, national-level research organizations conduct lesson study that gathers hundreds of teachers nation-wide.
At district- and national-level lesson study focused on mathematics, the teachers who participate are particularly interested in mathematics. They bring their knowledge of and experience with teaching mathematics to the study, and the level of the discussion is likely to be higher than that of the in-school lesson study. The main purpose of in-school lesson study can be to present opportunities for teachers whose main interest may or may not be mathematics to think about their teaching of the subject in general. At a district-level lesson study, the discussion can focus more on particular aspects of teaching mathematics or content issues. When it comes to national-level lesson study, the level of discussion may become very high. However, because of the large number of participants, they often cannot fit in a single classroom, and the research lesson presented may be considered unrealistic. For that reason, district-level lesson study maintains its unique middle-of-the-range characteristics.

Lesson study also plays an important role in improving curricula, textbooks, and teaching and learning materials in Japan. Most Japanese mathematics textbook publishers employ authors who are also classroom teachers involved in lesson study, and their materials are in some manner examined through the process of lesson study. The same situations can be found in the process of developing teaching and learning materials such as manipulatives and teachers’ reference manuals. Japanese textbook publishers often include teachers’ ideas and lesson plans that have been examined and discussed at district-level lesson study in particular because they are most likely to exhibit high mathematics content in a realistic manner.

District-level lesson study is often conducted to explore a new educational idea or a goal that is currently being explored, and a number of teachers across different schools come to participate for this type of lesson study. Each time the Course of Study was revised in Japan during the last few decades, lesson study across the country was conducted that particularly focused on exploring and demonstrating the new educational issues. Teachers collaboratively worked to illustrate how new ideas may be used in classrooms through their teaching, make the ambiguous aspects of the ideas come to surface, and set a stage for discussion for better understanding of the ideas in the future. The mechanisms of this type of lesson study will be discussed later.

Methods

Survey questionnaires (Attachment) were sent to selected Japanese elementary school teachers who had played main roles in organizing district-level mathematics lesson study and are considered to be the leaders in the field. They lived in metropolitan Tokyo and its surrounding area and had thorough knowledge of how lesson study is conducted at the district-level. The total of 125 responses were collected.

For the 125 teachers, the median number of years they had taught was 16. They had participated in mathematics lesson study an average of 5 times a year, and taught research lessons in district-level lesson study an average of 10 times. They also reported that they thought approximately 35% of all Japanese teachers had taught a
mathematics research lesson at least once in their professional career, thus the average of 10 lessons taught indicated that the teachers who responded to the survey questionnaires were especially experienced in lesson study.

The questionnaires were designed to draw out information from the teachers regarding their experiences with district-level lesson study. They were specifically asked the (1) frequency and duration of district-level lesson study, (2) cooperative mechanisms between schools and districts in organizing a lesson study, (3) advantages district-level lesson study provides for teachers, and (4) problems or factors that should be improved for successful district-level lesson study. Multiple-choice/fill-the-blank questions were used to draw an overall picture, and open-ended questions then followed to gather details in teachers' own words.

After all the survey forms were collected, data were organized and compiled in a matrix to visualize the possible common categories. The data from multiple-choice questions were examined to draw a concrete image of the ways in which district-level lesson study is conducted in Japan. The data from open-ended questions were reviewed multiple times by two researchers to identify underlying threads that connected the responses from different teachers and different questions. The responses were then coded to indicate the teachers' beliefs, knowledge, and practice.

**Results and Discussion**

**How Is District-Level Lesson Study Organized and Conducted?**

Teachers responded that 98% of all school districts conduct mathematics lesson study regularly as a part of district-level professional development sessions. For the questions that asked the teachers to identify other activities likely to be included in those professional development sessions, 71% reported lectures by university professors and other authorities, 65% reported sessions for teachers to share each other's research, 40% reported model lessons taught by a known practitioner, and 28% reported workshops. The majority of the teachers (66%) reported that the professional development sessions in those districts were held approximately once or twice every trimester (Japanese school trimester range between 3 and 4 months).

Approximately half of the teachers (48%) responded that district-level professional development sessions are typically held in the afternoon of a regular school day. On those professional development days, schools in the district maintain the regular school day except for the school to be used for the lesson study. After all the students go home, teachers gather at the school where students remain for the extra class period for the research lesson. In other cases, the whole district cancels one school day and devotes it to professional development day (37%). Only the children in the classroom used for the research lesson attend schools for the lesson period.

In most cases, school districts or schools financially support district-level lesson study. Eighty-six percent (86%) of the teachers reported that districts cover the entire expenses (e.g., transportation), and 13% of the teachers reported they do so partially.
For lesson planning and teaching, 64% of the teachers reported that classroom teachers typically lead the district-level lesson study. It is a collaborative process, and 94% of the teachers said lessons are planned by a group of teachers together. They typically prepare lesson plans outside of their instructional time (84%), while on some occasions, schools make extra planning time within the regular school hours (4%) or the teachers do so on their own (6%). When a group of teachers work together to write a lesson plan and prepare for a lesson study, the teachers reported that they meet approximately 3 to 4 times (76%), more than 5 times (14%), or 1 to 2 times (10%) before the actual lesson study day.

Teacher Changes

The teachers felt strongly that lesson study helped them improve their teaching. Almost all (98%) the teachers either agreed or strongly agreed that they had grown professionally by participating in lesson study and observing research lesson. Over ninety percent (91%) of the teachers also agreed or strongly agreed that lesson study is the most effective form of professional development. In comparing different forms of lesson study by ranking, 31% of the teachers reported that lesson study organized by an educational organization is the most effective, followed by district-level lesson study (26%), and lesson study held within a school (21%).

Many teachers described how seeing research lessons completely changed their beliefs about teaching. They described the experiences in their own words (translated from Japanese) as follows:

When I was young, I used to have the attitude that teachers needed to teach everything, but through lesson study, I came to think that teachers are the learning “assistants” for students and it is important to carefully prepare lessons so that students can investigate and solve problems on their own. (Number of years taught 9, average number of times participated in lesson study per year, 3)

I used to think the lessons that are aligned closely to textbooks are the best ones for students. After seeing research lessons where teachers tried to make a textbook lesson closer to students, I started to think about and search for good teaching material for my students as I plan mathematics lessons. (Number of years taught 12, average number of times participated in lesson study per year 2)

When I was young, I thought teaching was to make a point and explain students so that they can understand better. So, to me, back then, it was critical to find the ‘technique’ to do that effectively. After seeing the investigative open-ended lesson, I have come to think that learning is not what I had thought. (Number of years taught 17, average number of times participated in lesson study per year, 6)
Another teacher noted about his experiences as follows:

I don't see my teaching as a complete "instructional method" any longer. I now see the methods that may possibly become a part of good instruction. (Number of years taught 13, average number of times participated in lesson study per year 12)

Lesson study helps Japanese teachers experience good teaching practice when the ideas may not appeal to them theoretically. Seeing the successful examples helps teachers understand the benefit of the different and/or unfamiliar practices, and they come to see the good lesson in terms of children's learning across different theories and approaches.

Connecting Theory and Practice

The teachers indicated that they saw lesson study as an important and effective link between educational theories and their classroom practice. Many teachers responded that seeing new ideas demonstrated in research lessons and participating in discussion of the actual practice strengthened their understanding of such ideas. They described the experiences as follows:

(To US teachers,) I think it is important to actually teach lessons and get feedback from others, and not just reading theories in books or attending lectures. (Number of years taught 1, average number of times participated in lesson study per year 1)

It is hard to incorporate new instructional ideas and materials in classrooms unless we see how they actually look. In lesson study, we see what goes on in the lesson more objectively, and that helps us understand the important ideas without being overly concerned about other issues in own classrooms. (Number of years taught 22, average number of times participated in lesson study per year 20)

On more practical side, many teachers reported that seeing actual materials used in the research lesson classroom helped them understand the benefit of the materials in the particular lesson to help children's learning.

For teaching the unit on large numbers for second grade, I saw how one-yen coins (pennies) were used effectively, and the small trays that accompanied the activity. (Number of years taught 1, average number of times participated in lesson study per year 1)

When I see an effective use of manipulatives, a bulletin board, or a good way the teacher presents an investigative situation using questions, I take the idea to my classroom and use it. (Number of years taught 10, average number of times participated in lesson study per year 5)
I learned what to prepare for the open-ended investigative problem solving (hint card, etc.). (Number of years taught 11, average number of times participated in lesson study per year 4)

Lesson study provides live examples for teachers to see and experience how educational ideas are played out in actual classrooms. Seeing the actual practice makes it easier for the teachers to think and adapt the ideas. Even for novice teachers, they reported that participating in discussions with more experienced peers using concrete classroom data helped them understand the importance of the new ideas and apply them practically. Lesson study plays a critical role in connecting theory and practice in Japanese education, and may potentially do the same for U.S. schools.

**Implication and Conclusion**

With the absence of national curriculum and shared vision, U.S. teachers are sometimes left alone to make everyday teaching decisions in their own classrooms. When the larger culture values autonomy and independence, it makes it even harder for them to communicate with one another. This not only makes their work more difficult but also keeps them from learning from one another to improve the learning chances of their students. Well-crafted educational theories may be understood partially and taken by pieces by different teachers and lose their original shape when communication is limited. The Japanese teachers who responded to the survey indicated that this is not a unique situation in the United States, however, and Japanese teachers also struggle to make sense of new ideas and help them come to life in their classrooms. Lesson study provides opportunities for better communication among teachers, researchers, and administrators in Japan by presenting concrete classroom teaching examples surrounding particular educational ideas and/or issues. Discussions focused on the particular classroom examples or data helps people to communicate better and understand one another. Lesson study will potentially help create a place and a reason for all people who work to improve education of our children to gather and discuss their ideas within the actual U.S. classrooms. The commonly seen disconnect between theory, research, and practice may be minimized just by having such a common place for all.

As we continue our collaborative effort to define U.S. lesson study model, future studies should explore the effect of lesson study on teachers and students by going beyond their self-reports and observations. The studies are needed that address the particular aspects of teacher learning and teacher change as a result of their participation in lesson study, and the influence of such changes on students learning in the classroom. Focused case study of a particular teacher, video-tape analysis of the changes in teaching practice, and/or careful examination of students' understanding of mathematics before and after the teacher participates in lesson study may provide us different pictures of its potential effectiveness in U.S. mathematics classrooms.
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Questions about mathematics lesson study

1. At your district, is mathematics lesson study conducted regularly? Yes / No
2. For the following questions, please take your overall experience with lesson study in consideration (not only of your current school district)
   (a) In general, how often do you think district-level mathematics professional development sessions are held? Once a month / Once or twice a trimester / Once or twice a year / Other
   (b) In general, how often do you think lesson study is conducted as a part of the district-level mathematics professional development? Once a month / Once or twice a trimester / Once or twice a year / Other
   (c) What other activities do you think are part of the district-level mathematics study session? (Please choose as many as you wish) A lecture by a university professor / A model lesson taught by a known practitioner / A session for teachers to share each other’s research / Workshops / Other
   (d) How do you think teachers make time to attend district-level mathematics lesson study? The whole district cancels a school day and keeps only the children in the classroom used for the lesson study / The whole district uses the after-school hours and keeps only the children in the classroom that is to be used for the lesson study / The whole district conducts lesson study during the regular school time and teachers assign independent work for students during their absence / Other
   (e) Who is financially responsible for teachers’ expenses to attend district-level mathematics lesson study? (e.g., transportation) School district or school covers the whole expense / School district or school covers the partial expenses / Participating teachers pay on their own / Other
   (f) In general, who leads the district-level mathematics lesson study? School district or instructional department of the district / School administrators / Classroom teacher who belongs to the research committee / University professor or researcher (external) / Other
   (g) In general, who makes the lesson plan for a district-level mathematics lesson study? School district or instructional department of the district / University professor or researcher (external) / The teacher who teaches the lesson / A group of teachers including the teacher who teaches the lesson / A group of teachers not including the teacher who teaches the lesson / Other
   (h) How do teachers make time to prepare for the district-level mathematics lesson study? (e.g., writing a lesson plan) For the teacher who teaches the lesson or the others who help the lesson planning, schools make extra planning time for them within the regular school hours / The teachers make time within their instructional time on their own / The teachers plan outside of their instructional time / Other
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